Praise for The Crows of Beara
“As Johnson’s wounded, good-hearted characters sort inner truths along the
mystical Irish coast, the personal decisions and missteps they make have
consequences that reach around the world. A captivating tale of our yearning
to belong and the importance of following this ancient call.” — Kathryn
Craft, award-winning author of The Far End of Happy and The Art of Falling
“Like Ireland itself, The Crows of Beara pulls at something deep inside
the reader and won’t let go. In this captivating and thoughtful novel, the
enchantment of Ireland heals two damaged souls and reminds all of us that
no matter how dark life may be at times, there is always hope.” — Kelli
Estes, USA Today bestselling author of The Girl Who Wrote in Silk
“You don’t have to love rain or Guinness or wild, windswept coasts
to be seduced by the delicate intermingling of Irish mythology,
environmentalism, and love that are entangled at the heart of this novel;
the juxtaposition with darker, harder truths of grief and addiction create a
rich and reflective resonance. From France to Ireland, across centuries and
oceans ... where will this author take us next?” — Jenny Williams, author
of The Atlas of Forgotten Places
“Haunting, hopeful, and transporting. You’ll sink into this story of loss and
redemption and be carried away from the very first page.” — Kelly Simmons,
author of One More Day and The Fifth of July
“The Crows of Beara takes the age-old question of whether a book’s setting
can be a character one step further by proving that it can be an emotion.
Ireland is longing. Daniel is the lure. And Annie—well, she’s something
special. A sumptuous book through and through.” — Scott Wilbanks,
award-winning author of The Lemoncholy Life of Annie Aster

“Julie Christine Johnson swept me away from the first page ... I wanted to
fly off to Ireland immediately and hike the Beara Way. Annie Crowe is that
memorable character—flawed but vulnerable—who fails in fits and starts
but engages the reader with her desire to rediscover life. Johnson writes
with her pulse on the heart of the people who fly off the page. When she
introduces Daniel, aching and shamed, she does not fall into sentimentality.
Opting for truth, she creates depth, even when reaching back into Gaelic
mythology to prove her point. Johnson writes music on the page with words.
She is a lush writer who does not turn away from the heart.”
— Julie Maloney, poet, author, director of Women Reading Aloud
“In this important novel, Julie Christine Johnson brings together a remote
peninsula in the west of Ireland with environmental issues that threaten
a local community and its attachment to the landscape…Written in a
lyrical voice with honesty and authority on the environment, addiction
and recovery, and the magic of the Irish landscape, The Crows of Beara is a
passionate story of one woman’s recovery of her soul.” — Christine Breen,
author of Her Name Is Rose
“Stirring and poignant, The Crows of Beara is storytelling at its finest—a
heady mix of the familiar and new discovery. In her newest book, Julie
Christine Johnson carries you on an emotional journey that you won’t want
to end as you travel alongside her beautifully drawn characters from both the
natural and the mystical realm. I loved this book.”
— Amy Impellizzeri, award-winning author of Lemongrass Hope and Secrets
of Worry Dolls
“A beautiful, powerful novel about the mystical songs of ancient Ireland, two
damaged souls fighting for the hope of a second chance, the healing power
of place, and the importance of listening to your heart. My heart ached for
Annie and Daniel and cheered for their resilience. This is not a novel I will
forget.” — Barbara Claypole White, bestselling author of The Perfect Son and
Echoes of Family
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For Jon

The Beara Peninsula,
southwest Ireland
March 2012
It is that nervous time between seasons, when chill winds skirr
across faces upturned to the sun. Light spills over the eastern
hills and dives into the valley, sparkles on the western bays. Two
small crows reach with red feet and alight on the Hag. They
dance along her spine with measured, delicate steps to the
music of instinct. As one creature, the birds lift their heads to
the bay and slice the air with their scimitar beaks. They affirm
an unspoken request with an echoing ker ker before swooping
up and careering off air currents that take them south and west
to their fragile home in Ballycaróg Cove.
The crows leave behind the Hag, her sightless stone eyes
fixed on a point far across Coulagh Bay where the silver-blue
water roils across rocks and slips into the Atlantic. Her chiseled
profile shows a long, straight nose falling from the soft curve of
her brow. Gray hair streams behind her, caught in the forever
wind that scours this small promontory, beating the grass down
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to a nubby carpet. Of her seven lives, she has been captured
here in her prime, a woman full and complete, defiant in her
solitude as she waits endlessly, some say for her husband, others
for mercy that will return her stone body to flesh and blood.
Many travel far to lay a hand on the blade of her back,
leaving tokens of gratitude or supplication at her feet, tokens
that fade or are torn apart by the rain and carried away on the
wind. Still others are born with the soul of the Hag—she who
is the essence of Ireland—and carry her spirit into the world,
seeking out those in need of her wisdom and lifting them to grace.
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Seattle, March
Annie turned off the engine and rested her forehead on the
steering wheel, gathering strength. Stephen’s SUV sat squarely
in the center of the carport, forcing her to park the Jetta on
the street. He’d always left the covered space for her. The
house hunkered in silent rebuke, complicit in the denial of
this small gallantry.
Burdened like a packhorse, her gym duffel strapped across
her chest, a canvas grocery tote in one hand, laptop bag hanging
from a crooked arm, she trudged past the Koshals’ minivan.
The daffodils lining the sidewalk had bloomed with such
eagerness just last week. Now they lay flattened against the
cement, defeated by the day’s rain.
The back door was locked. Annie dropped the bag of
groceries to the cushion of her toes and fumbled in her jacket
pocket for house keys. Slamming into the house in a cursing,
spilling bundle of exasperation, she tripped on the straps of
the tote. The bag went airborne as she yanked her foot free,
pinballing loose fruit, containers of Greek yogurt, and cartons
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of deli takeout into the baseboards. Taking two jump-steps
forward, fighting for balance, she met the edge of the cooking
island with her hipbone. Profanity did little to ease the pain,
but it kept the tears at bay.
The lingering scent of onions sautéed in butter told her
that Stephen had eaten already. His anger lurked, tight and
dark, in the shadows beyond the kitchen.
She collected the scattered containers and bruised fruit,
depositing them in the fridge. Peeling away the foil from a
burst yogurt carton, she dipped a spoon in what remained and
stirred the chunks of black cherry from the bottom. Dinner.
After a few swallows, Annie kicked off her running shoes and
tiptoed across the polished fir floors.
Their bedroom door was open, but no lights were on; only
Annie occupied that room. Light glowed from underneath
Stephen’s office door, and she wondered for the first time if he
had returned to their bed during her weeks in rehab, or if he’d
stayed in his office—spending nights on the long leather sofa,
wrapped in a down comforter, watching ESPN. She rapped
lightly with one knuckle and turned the cool brass knob.
He sat slumped on the otter-brown sofa, his feet propped
on the coffee table, a beer bottle in one hand, balanced on
the flat plane of his stomach. Annie had insisted he not deny
himself alcohol because of her, but he’d cleared the house,
hauling their prized cellar to a wine storage place down in
SoDo. She hadn’t seen him drink since she’d returned home
from Salish. Her heart thudded at the evident end of his
solidarity with her.
“Hey,” she said to his empty stare at the muted TV. A
sudden breeze tossed rain at the house, and the soft pattering
of drops against window glass broke the silence. He flicked
his eyes to her, then back to the blur of moving images. Annie
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rested her bruised hip against the doorjamb and pressed hard
to sear the pain into her skin.
“Stephen, are you all right? Did something happen at the
store?”
He exhaled a long breath from deep in his throat. She
thought of the yogic breathing she used to relax her mind
and sink into a pose: lightly in through the nose, audibly out
from the back of the throat. But Stephen was not relaxed.
Despite his slouched position, his knuckles were white and his
legs were taut. The air around him hummed with an electric
storm of tension.
The sudden lift of an arm. The arc of a wrist. Glass exploded
beside her head and a tepid wash of acrid hops and sweet malt
splashed over her. Stunned, Annie let the liquid drip from her
hair to the floor, where the beer bottle lay in shards.
“Okay.” She breathed, wrapping her arms around her rigid
frame. “What did I do?”
“Did you think I wouldn’t find out?”
“Find out what?” But she knew.
“Spare me the innocent routine, Annie. No more lies. After
everything we’ve been through with you, after all I’ve done
to get you back on your feet, you go and fuck some guy from
your AA meeting. What a fool I’ve been.” His feet crashed to
the floor, and he dropped his face into his hands.
“How did you find out?” She began to tremble. She’d seen
her husband cry only when he won triathlons. This vulnerability
frightened her more than his anger. But the worst was over.
Admitting to her betrayal was the uprooting of an abscessed
tooth: the relief of released pressure greater than the acute
agony of opening the wound.
He rolled his forehead between his palms and laughed.
When he looked up, his face was dry, but his eyes were rimmed
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in red. “That’s all you have to say? ‘How did you find out?’
What does it matter? I found out. That’s enough.”
Her cheek was beginning to stiffen with dried beer. Annie
could smell the sweet and sour essence of orange and pine,
thought of sticking out her tongue to taste it. She had to pee.
She wanted to wash the barroom smell of the beer out of her
hair and the gritty sweat from hot yoga off her skin. Maybe
after a shower she’d feel less like she wanted to die.
“I’m sorry,” she said.
“I can’t do this anymore. I thought after rehab we’d have
a way to start over together, that you’d have something to
build on.”
“It’s been only two months.” A protest, lamely delivered
through her sludge of shame and regret, as if she had a right
to be indulged because she was trying.
“That’s right. Two months supposedly into a new life”—
supposedly; the bitter word pierced Annie, but her small gasp
didn’t slow him down—“and you’re having an affair. With
another alcoholic, as if you couldn’t wait to punish yourself
even more.” His voice barely rose above the rush of wind
and rain at the window. “It’s time for you to go, Annie. Go
wherever you need to make you happy, or at least to get your
life off the rails. You’re my wife, and I love you, but I won’t
turn my life over to you.”
Too weary to counter the dismissal, Annie eased out of the
room. The bottom of the closing door slid over broken glass,
sweeping it into the hallway.
“Annie.”
She stopped just before the door clicked shut. Into the
small sliver of light she said, “I’ll go. Give me a couple of days
to sort something out.”
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The faint patter of rain grew louder, finding perfect syncopation
as it dripped from a loose gutter. Then the rhythm stuttered,
and Daniel realized someone was rapping on his studio door.
He yanked down the surgical mask that covered his mouth
and nose.
“Entrez!” he shouted in mock-French. He pulled the mask
back into place with one gloved finger and continued to gently
stir sodium thiosulfate, concentrated nitric acid, and distilled
water in a heavy glass laboratory flask.
“I can’t! My hands are full of tea tray,” Liam called back.
“For Chrissake.” Daniel plugged the top of the flask with
a rubber stop and stripped off his mask and gloves.
“Why did you come out here in this mess?” He held open
the door for his nephew, and Liam backed in with the tray,
shivering in his soaked T-shirt. “And why aren’t you wearing
a jacket?” Not that he needed an answer. Thirteen-year-olds
didn’t wear jackets in the rain. He took the tray from Liam’s
trembling hands and nodded to the line of coat pegs just inside
the door. “Put on a sweater. There’s a towel on that hook there.
Dry your hair, and I’ll pour you some tea.”
The tea tray went onto the counter next to the deep
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industrial sink. Daniel’s three-meter-long worktable was taken
up by a thin, rectangular expanse of copper. Liam yanked
on a stretched and torn wool sweater, wiped his nose on the
sleeve, and ran the sleeve across his head in a feeble attempt
to dry his dripping crop of red-gold hair. Daniel snorted as
he handed the boy a mug of tea with a tiny spoon inside to
stir the cream and sugar. Liam took it with mumbled thanks
and grabbed a handful of shortbread and cream biscuits from
the tray. “Mom said to remind you that Mort and Michael
would be over for supper tonight, to talk about the mines
and stuff,” he said through a mouthful of chocolate cream.
Crumbs sprayed from his lips, and Daniel’s heart swelled with
love for this sweet, awkward kid. “She says to be at the table
by six and not a minute later.”
“Or we’ll both be in for it, eh?”
“That’s Mom for you.”
“Don’t I know it.” Daniel winked. Fiana could exasperate
the hell out of him, but he was careful to show only respect
or a teasing affection for her around his nephew and Liam’s
older sister, Catriona. All that was good about his life he owed
to Fiana and her children.
“What’s that for?” Liam nodded toward the copper sheet.
He walked to the table’s edge and rubbed the flat of his hand
against the lustrous metal.
“I’m not certain yet. The light will tell me its story.”
Liam peered at the windows. “What light?” Under overcast
skies, the studio’s interior had dulled to pewter.
“Wait a few minutes, and I’ll show you.” Daniel placed
a hand beside his nephew’s. His, mottled with light-brown
freckles from hours spent outdoors as a hiking guide and
marred by cuts from sharp tools and small chemical burns; the
boy’s, still pale from the waning winter, hairless and delicate—a
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child’s hands, really, though his fingernails were chewed to
the quick. Daniel prayed Liam had only girls and homework
to worry him for years yet. “Any calls from Aoife?”
“Aine.”
“Right. Aine.” Daniel corrected himself, swallowing a smile.
“So, she called you?”
“We text sometimes.”
“Ah, modern love. No one talks on the phone. They just
text. Do you ever speak in person?”
“Daniel,” Liam whined. Liam and Catriona hadn’t called
him uncle since he’d returned from Cork Prison. Fiana had
insisted on the honorific, but Daniel told her once to let it go
and they wouldn’t speak of it again. She’d set her mouth in a
thin white line but held her protest.
“I never know what to say.” Liam blushed crimson to the
roots of his orange hair. “I can hardly stand to look at her.
She’s so fine.”
“She’d probably appreciate it if you did look at her every
once in a while. Girls are like that. Any more thought of asking
her to the Spring Ceilidh in Bantry?”
Liam hunched his bony shoulders, and his chest collapsed
into a shrug. He crammed one hand into his jeans pocket and
raised the mug of tea to his mouth, blowing apart the rising
steam.
The light spared them both. Through the clerestory
windows that ran in rectangles under the roofline of his studio,
Daniel had watched as the snapping wind scraped the skies
clean and the windows flashed with the late-day sun.
“There. Now we have a story.” He squatted down, bouncing
lightly on his toes, until his eyes were level with the surface
and motioned for Liam to do the same. “Careful—those edges
are sharp,” he warned when Liam wobbled on his haunches
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and reached out to steady himself. But Daniel wasn’t speaking
about the table’s edge. He had his eye on the corners of the
copper sheet he’d picked up in Cork earlier in the day.
O’Meara’s Roofing rang him when they received a supply
of scrap copper—the kind he most preferred—sheeting that
had been cut, trampled on, or left in the rain until it was bent
and scratched and oxidization had started. This sheet, though
largely intact, had been salvaged from the site of a housing
estate that had stalled in mid-build when the developers
declared bankruptcy. Yet another victim of Ireland’s corroded
economy. But this copper was a survivor. Daniel had a way
with survivors.
“See the way the color is starting to change here.” He
pointed to the trails of iridescent pinks seeping into streaks
of brassy yellow. “This hasn’t been treated with anti-stain
oil.” He scooted to his left, running his fingers over a bend
in the thin metal. “You can just see a shimmer of blue-green.
That’s oxidization. This piece has been outside a few weeks,
and with this rain … ” He spoke to himself now, and to the
copper, imagining the shape it would take under his torch,
hammer, and shears; the landscapes the patina would reveal
as it ate away at the surface.
A shaft of sunlight shot through and bounced off the riotous
copper. Liam fell to his backside, dramatically covering his
eyes with his hands. Daniel closed his in thanks. He knew
what to do. The light had shot a filigree of black veins across
his vision that became an image of the gorse hanging on with
fierce determination to the rocks of Ballycaróg Cove. This
sheet would become the backdrop of those cliffs; he would
etch the gorse needles and spines, the pockmarked cliffs, and
the massive plates of rock into the copper, and then patina
the sheet until the blue-green of the Atlantic glowed through.
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He rose, grimacing at the sharp pop from each knee.
“Thanks for the tea, lad. Just leave the tray, and I’ll bring it
in later. Tell your mom I’ll be on time.”
Liam shuffled off, pulling on the cuffs of Daniel’s ratty
sweater.
He didn’t mean to be short with the boy, but when it was
time to create, the world ceased to exist. Except the world of
his copper canvas.
The two or three hours before dark were Daniel’s favorite
time to work. Gold and coral saturated the western sky, and
the east bled shadows of blues and green—colors that lived in
the fire and water of the metal and glass that filled his studio.
He sketched and discarded several ideas but felt his hands
approaching the lines and shades of the copper sheet. He lost
himself in the light that swelled and pulsed in the shed he’d
renovated into his studio and living quarters. The hum of
Fiana’s incoming texts and calls was lost in the Mendelssohn
violin concerto that filled the studio.
“Daniel, dinner!” Liam pounded on the door.
The fine point of Daniel’s pencil snapped, and he swore
softly. “On my way,” he called.
His nephew, stripped down to his T-shirt once again,
shivered on the small space of poured concrete that served as
the studio’s front patio. In the bedimming dusk, they tromped
across the yard to the house. The calendar had declared spring
several days ago, but tonight the clocks would change and
the light would linger, dipping later each evening into the
Atlantic, where the southwest coast of Ireland felt like the
end of the world.
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Racing up First Avenue, her ankles wobbling in stiletto-heeled
boots, Annie slipped sideways between clusters of tourists
descending toward Pike Place Market. It was raining, a soft
weeping of the gray-white sky that epitomized late March in
the Puget Sound. Rainwater filled the lid of her to-go coffee,
and her dark-blond hair, pulled into a high ponytail, shimmered
with moisture.
She pivoted out of the revolving door into the lobby and took
the stairs two at a time to the mezzanine office of Magnuson
+ Associates: Strategic Communications. As she blew past
the open threshold of Serena’s outer office, she caught Beth’s
pointed look at the clock on the opposite wall. “I know, I know,”
Annie said. “There was an accident on the Aurora Bridge.”
The office manager waved a hand, as if pushing her through
the air into the CEO’s inner chamber.
Serena, her lips drawn into a thin line, squinted over the
top of her crescent-shaped reading glasses. “Annie. Come in
and shut the door. We need to talk.”
Annie hesitated, swallowing back her dread. She was twelve
again, called into the principal’s office for a reprimand at best,
punishment likely. She pressed the door shut behind her.
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“I know what this is about. I haven’t been pulling my
weight.” Not giving Serena a chance to respond, Annie rushed
on, spilling out the phrases she’d picked up in therapy. “It’s
taken time to establish healthy routines, to get used to the
idea of my life as a different person.” To get used to the idea of
being alone. But no one other than her AA sponsor knew the
current state of her marriage. “This isn’t me forever, Serena.”
Her boss held up a hand and removed her glasses, leaving
them to dangle on a thin chain around her neck. Aware of
and yet unable to stop the protective stance, Annie crossed
her arms over her chest, elbows braced in her palms. A shield
against what was to come.
“The problem is, it’s been you for a long time,” Serena said.
“The relief around here while you were gone was palpable. I
can’t deny that morale has tanked in the weeks since you’ve
been back. This is a small firm, and we’re all bearing the
burden of your crash. Your colleagues have covered for you,
taken over your projects, managed your clients. They’ve done
it out of love and respect, but everyone is tired. I’m tired. We
can’t continue on this way.”
Sinking into the chair that faced Serena’s desk, she asked,
“Are you firing me?”
“No.” Serena let the word hang, and it drifted into an
unstated but. “I don’t know how much longer I can protect you,”
she said at last. “The partners want to renew your performance
warning.”
Cold fingers of dread squeezed Annie’s belly.
“We can’t—we wouldn’t—fire you for being an alcoholic.
We can, and we will, fire you for not doing the work you’ve
been given. And we already have enough incidents on file to
do just that.”
Annie directed her gaze beyond the office’s glass wall to
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the bustle of the graphics studio, flooded with natural light,
then to the boardroom, where a meeting was underway. Two
of her colleagues walked by, their glances shifting sideways
into Serena’s office, then quickly away.
She’d met Serena at twenty-three, not long after a slide
down a mountain trail had shattered her left leg and her
dreams of a running career. Before her injury, Annie had
been a darling of the running-shoe company that had built the
university stadium where she’d risen to collegiate championship
levels. The Olympics were in her sights. Two months after the
accident, Serena had approached her with a job offer. “I’ve
seen how you work a running oval, a press box, a crowd,” she’d
said. “You soothe egos and bring people together.”
Back then Serena was a junior partner at a public relations
firm in Portland that managed the shoe company’s marketing
campaign. She was setting up her own firm in downtown
Seattle and brought Annie on board. They’d been together
since the beginning of Magnuson + Associates; Serena had
given her a first chance at a new life.
Fifteen years later, Annie sat in the silence of her shame.
But she wasn’t being fired. Not immediately, anyway. She
trembled as relief seeped in. This was the last thing of her old
life she could hang on to—proof she’d been worthy of trust
and respect and would be again.
Yet even as she sighed into the reprieve, a hollow of
disappointment opened up. Rehab had meant finding new
ways to cope with life without numbing the pain. But rehab
wasn’t the real world. It was a controlled environment, deep
in the woods, safe and protected and free from everything
she’d been trying to escape. Returning to the same life she’d
left to get sober felt like defeat. Without her job, she would
be something undefined. But she would be free. Still Annie
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probed further, admitting that nothing had yet filled the cavern
left by alcohol. And that terrified her. Where could she go
but this place, at once so familiar and yet uncomfortable, no
longer in need of her, no longer safe?
A sharp throat clearing made Annie refocus her attention.
“Look.” Serena’s brown eyes lost their hard veneer, and
her shoulders dropped as she softened from boss to longtime
friend. “I have fought to keep you. I’ll keep on fighting. I
believe in the passionate, funny, razor-sharp woman who is
determined to rebuild her life, the Annie who kept running
despite the shattered leg, who pulled herself up after she lost
her brother—”
“Stop,” Annie whispered, fighting back tears. “Just stop.”
Serena had pushed her to the edge. “What do you want me
to do?”
“I’ve handed you soft assignments until you got back
on your feet.” Serena smoothed a hand across the pristine
surface of her desk, and the moment of tenderness was gone.
“But now I need you to pick up the slack. This contract with
Eire-Evergreen is the biggest thing we’ve taken on since the
viaduct campaign, and I can’t have a senior associate writing
press releases and proofing copy.”
Annie held her breath, her thoughts spinning through
the recent e-mails she’d only skimmed before dropping them
into a virtual folder she’d then ignored. It hurt too much to
be excluded from a project that once would have been her
exclusive purview: a tangle of environmental versus business
interests in a place she knew better than anyone here: Ireland.
Eire-Evergreen Metals, an Irish-American subsidiary of an
Australian mining conglomerate with a plan to develop a copper
mine in a remote corner of southwest Ireland, had contracted
Magnuson + Associates to develop its public relations strategy.
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But Annie had shredded her credibility in the months
before she’d entered treatment, and she’d done little to regain
her footing in the firm since returning to work. She’d swallowed
her protests when word got out that Jeff Franklin had been
tapped to manage the Eire-Evergreen campaign. Perhaps she’d
misunderstood. Perhaps Serena recognized her potential.
“If you want me to take a larger role, send me to Ireland.”
The idea occurred to Annie at almost the same moment she
spoke the words aloud. Working in a place she loved would
take her mind off her failing marriage and the drudgery of
recovery. Someplace far away from the disappointed scrutiny
here. And not just anyplace.
Ireland. She’d felt whole there. A high school summer
exchange in Cork, chosen by her dad from the available list
of his Rotary club, had led to a love affair with the place that
she’d tried to sate with repeat visits to hike its many national
trail ways. She’d brought Stephen along once, a few years ago,
and they’d hiked the Kerry Way, but Ireland had always felt
like hers alone.
Serena curled her sleek, mink-brown bob behind her ears.
“You know we’ve already assigned the project to Jeff?” she
said, her voice even and low.
“I heard, yes.” Annie bit back the critical comments of her
colleague that her fortified-by-booze self would have let slip
through. Then she flushed with the sudden, manic conviction
that she must be the one to go. Her knees knocked against
the desk front as she sat forward, heart racing.
“Serena. Listen. I’ve proven I can take sticky environmental
issues and spin them into pluses for the community. The Seattle
viaduct campaign. I owned that.” She pressed her hands tightly
between her thighs to keep control. “I’ll sell Eire-Evergreen’s
dream so the community thinks they dreamed it first.”
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She received a thin smile and a slight shake of head in
response. “You’re two months out of rehab,” Serena said. “You
couldn’t possibly take on a major PR campaign five thousand
miles away from your support system.”
“What if I relapse? Is that what you’re thinking?”
Serena raised her eyebrows a fraction.
“I mark each and every sober day on my calendar. One
hundred five and counting.”
“What would your counselors and your doctor say?”
What would they say? Annie had no idea, but she’d find a
way to sell this to them, too. “What if they give the all clear?”
Serena sat for a long moment, eyes cast down to her hands,
spread flat on the blotter. Then she drew her palms to meet,
interlacing her fingers, tapping the lacquered red nails of
her thumbs together. “You couldn’t know this, but I’ve got a
dilemma on my hands.”
That dilemma played itself out in her uncharacteristic
fidgeting. Annie held her breath.
“Jeff’s wife has just been diagnosed with preeclampsia, and
she’s confined to bed rest for the duration of her pregnancy.
Months. Jeff has asked to be taken off the campaign, and
I need to make a replacement, immediately. Eire-Evergreen
wants someone there, ready to go, in two weeks.”
Hope rippled through Annie. Please, she pleaded silently.
“Perhaps your instincts are right—perhaps this project
could be a lifeline to you. But it may also be your last chance
at this firm. Do you understand what I’m saying?” Serena
paused, her gaze fixed and unwavering on Annie’s face.
Her boss’s scrutiny and doubt were almost visible in the
air as Annie weighed all the arguments against her and tried
to quickly build a defense. “It will be the last one I need. I
promise. I won’t let you down. I’ll have a project proposal
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to you by Monday.” The AA insider’s joke came back to her:
How do you know an alcoholic is lying? Their lips are moving.
She’d promised herself she wouldn’t fuck up again. Which is
precisely what she’d done in her marriage. But if she could
just get out of here, away, back to Ireland, she’d be all right.
“Talk with your doctor,” Serena was saying. “Then talk
to me.”

~
His 4Runner was gone—Stephen had left that morning
for the IRONMAN triathlon in California—but Annie parked
on the street anyway. The night he’d thrown the bottle at her,
she’d found a room in an extended-stay hotel just off I-5, north
of downtown. She hadn’t gotten around to thinking beyond
that. Their Green Lake Arts and Crafts bungalow was no
longer her home. But she still had her key.
The plastic archive bin she sought was on the top shelf of
the guest room closet. Annie clicked on the closet light and
tipped the bin toward her, catching it in her outstretched
hands as it began to fall. Sitting on the carpeted floor, her
back against the bed, she opened the bin.
Two maps were rolled tightly inside a cardboard poster
tube—they hadn’t been unfurled since she and Stephen bought
them at a Waterville souvenir shop during their hike four years
ago. The top map was of the Iveragh Peninsula, the one they’d
traversed on their walk of the Kerry Way. So enamored of their
hike in Kerry, they’d decided to return the next summer and
tackle the peninsula just to the south, which promised wilder
beauty and more challenging trails than the Iveragh. But then
her mother died and the world began to close in, one drink at
a time. They did not return to Ireland that next summer, nor
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any that followed. The map became a memory never shared.
The Iveragh remained curled shut beside her.
Annie held open the second map with one hand and her
folded legs. It was an aerial drawing of the Beara Peninsula,
the rises of its barren hills colored light brown, its pastured
land in scales of soft green, the few villages a collection of
white dots. Most of the space was devoted to blue: the Atlantic
Ocean, Bantry Bay, and the Celtic Sea defined the craggy,
narrow spaces of land. She ran her finger up one end of the
peninsula and down the other, searching for Ballycaróg.
“It’s not even on the feckin’ map,” she declared in her
approximate Irish accent. “Oh no, wait. Oh. You’ve got to be
kidding me.”
Beara stretched away from the southwest coast of Ireland
into the North Atlantic like the long foot of a lizard. At the tip
of the foot was a gnarled knuckle of land: the Slieve Miskish
mountains. The knuckle slid south to end in three claws—the
westernmost tips of the country. Ballycaróg wasn’t at the very end of
the earth—that distinction belonged to the edge of Dursey Island,
ten miles south—but it was tucked into a cove that looked toward
nothing but ocean, all the way to Canada’s Maritime Provinces.
Annie lifted her hand, and Beara rolled up to the edge of Bantry.
She’d been to Bantry once, during her high school exchange
in Cork. Her host family had taken her out for a Sunday drive,
and by the time they arrived in that village by the bay, she
was green to the gills from sitting in the backseat while her
host father careened along the winding, narrow roads. She
remembered the brightly colored buildings all in a row, their
reds, yellows, salmons, and blues defiant behind sheets of
June rain. The jumble ended where the hills began, covered in
bright green pastures marked by hedgerows. Pastoral. Peaceful.
Parish churches. And pubs.
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She pushed back the rolled-up edge and searched again
for the little cove that sheltered Ballycaróg. “What do you
have in store for me?”
She tipped her head back against the bed, her finger still
perched on the edge of Ballycaróg Cove. Her thoughts drifted
away, but her eyes lit on a small black nylon bag sitting on a
lower shelf.
Not long after she’d arrived at Salish Treatment Center in
Port Townsend, Stephen had made the trip from Seattle with
her Nikon. He’d pushed the camera bag across the cafeteria
table, saying she was in one of the most beautiful places in
the Northwest and that it might do her some good to show an
interest in photography again. She took the bag back to her
room and stashed it in her suitcase. The deeper she’d fallen
into her addiction, the more she’d let her love for photography
slip away, along with everything else that had brought meaning
to her life.
Now, she rose and took another camera bag from the
shelf. She carefully lifted out the camera, turning its cool,
compact black-and-silver body in her hands. It was a Leica M-P
Rangefinder, a manual camera that cost as much as a used
car. Her parents had presented her with this camera fifteen
years ago, while she was still in the hospital recovering from
the shattered femur. But the camera had been Ryan’s idea.
Only her kid brother knew her well enough, had listened to
her chatter about photographer Sebastião Salgado during the
rare times she could get free of school and training to come
home. After her accident, Ryan had researched the Brazilian
and the equipment he used, and set out to save his sister’s
soul. She hadn’t touched the Leica since Ryan died.
Annie repacked the Leica, grabbed the larger Nikon bag
with its lenses and accessories, and set the camera bags in a
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large duffel. Around them, she arranged all she thought she
would need for Ireland: rain gear, suits, blouses, sweaters, a
pair of running shoes. She left the house the way she came,
through the kitchen door, into the rain.
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